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FIELD REPORT NO. 83 - NOVEMBER 1965

NOTE:	In general, material included in the Field Re-
port is summarized from regular reports by personnel
of Federal agencies, universities and institutions
carrying out scientific research in the Antarctic under
National Science Foundation grants and with logistic
support by the U. S. Navy. In order to ensure that the
work of the individual scientists and their institu-
tions is clearly understood, it is requested that prior
to using any of this material for public dissemination,
such use be discussed with the Office of Antarctic Pro-
grams in the National Science Foundation or with the
originators of the research as named.

GENERAL

Byrd Station: Blowing snow hampered outside activities and delayed
the departure of two field parties to the Horlick Mountains. A new cross-
wind skiway was constructed.

Eights Station:	On the initial 0-130 flight of November 9, the
first load of equipment was brought out. On the second flight, November
15, the remaining equipment was taken out and the station was closed.
I1ost of the scientific equipment will be transferred to the new Plateau
Station.

Eights Station was installed in January 1963, and most of the projects
carried out since then have been for the International Quiet Sun Year
program.

us::s Eltanin:	Early in November, the Eltanin completed the east-
ward crossing of the East Pacific Rise to the turning point at 1 #5° S.
900 J. , then proceeded northeast to Valpararso, crossing the Chile Rise
en route, and completed Cruise 20 on November 12.

After refueling at Valparaso, the Eltanin departed November 23 on Cruise
21. ' !"embers of the Chilean-U. S. Botanical Expedition to the Juan
yerrAnciez Islands were put ashore on Ms Afuera Island on November 24_
25, after which the ship continued to the west, reaching 32 55'S . 87057'W.
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on November 30. The plan for Cruise 21 is to go south along 120 0W.' to

about 600s., then east to Punta Arenas. The vessel is expected to
arrive at Punta Arenas early in January.

Hallett Station	The inventory of the Hallett Stationbio1ogical
laboratory equipment was completed Support of the three field pro -
grams at the station continued until late November, when air operatiths
were discontinued owing to deterioration of the ice runway.

Juan Fernndez Islands (30 037tS. 18°52 ? W.):	In late November,
the USNS Eltanin, on Cruise 21, stopped to disembark eight U. S. and
six Chilean scientists on the Juan Fernndez Islands. The U'S.in
vestigators and their programs were as follows: Harvard Ur1Wrsit'
the structure of stemmed plants; University of Wisconsin, 1i,erdrt'
and mosses; Michigan State University, fresh-water algae and 11 
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and Cornell University, the endemic palm tree. The party is expected
to return to Chile in late December.

McMurdo Station: Most of November was spent in outfitting scien-
tific parties and getting them installed in the field. Under thd North
Star Research and Development Institute, the support of local bioloical
field parties continued. Exterior painting of the Earth Sciences -
laboratory was completed and new furniture moved into place.
reefers near the laboratory are currently used to store ice" b'é takén
by the glaciology groups.

During the period November 15 to 17, a Boeing 701 plane made a trans-
polar flight: Honolulu to London via the North Pole, London to Lisbon,
Lisbon to Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires to Christchurch via .the South Pole,
and Christchurch to Honolulu. The total time for the flight was about
62 1/2 hours. The 14 scientists aboard conducted experiments in cosmic
rays, cloud physics, and radiation

On November 3, Argentine airmen in three aircraft, two Beavers and ot
C_47, arrived at the South Pole Station from Belgrano. The C- 147 crew
later flew on to McMurdo Station. On the 24th, the plane departed
McMurdo, flew bver the South Pole, and continued to Belgrano accom-
panied by the two Beavers.

Palmer Station	Conditions for outside operations were 'partic-
larly poor in the early part of the month, but showed soi e inrp'ove ei t
during the last 10 days The month was characterzed b lowstrat s

clouds and persistent fog. There was occasional rain and sleet 'and
much melting around the station.

Sea ice coverage near Palmer Station was l 'l) throughout ovember.
However, Neuinayer Channel was open dnr ng the month, and the' area fron
Cape Monaco to Joubin Islands was i ten itte t1 ore

Pensacola 1'1ountains: The :'eptunc Cam p installation 'gas coeted



on November 4 with four Jamesways and plywood service buildings. Heli-
copter. operations commenced on the 5th, and during the remainder of
the month there was good flying weather about half of the time.

• South Pole Station: The South Pole Station was host to Argentine
fliers from Beigrano who arrived on the 3rd and departed on the 24th.
One ofthe three planes went on to McMurdo Station for about two weeks.

South Pole-Queen Maud Land Traverse II: The traverse party spent
10 days getting acclimated at the South Pole before being flown to the
Pole of Inaccessibility on November 22, where the vehicles had been
cached last summer following the completion of South Pole-Queen Maud
Land Traverse I. The major effort for the remainder of the month was
devoted to vehicle repair and general preparation for the departure of
the traverse.

Snow stakes installed at the Pole of Inaccessibility last February
showed that 12.8 cm. of snow or 4 cm. water equivalent had accumulated
in 10 months. A minimum thermometer left during the winter had recorded
.a temperature of -89.20C. (-128.60F.). During the last week in
November, the average temperature was _43.0°C., with a minimum of
- 5 0 .19C. and a maximum of -36.1°C. The average wind speed was nine
knots, with a minimum of two and a maximum of twenty knots. Prevailing
wind direction was north to north-northeast.

BIOLOGY

McMurdo Station

Entomology, Bernice P. Bishop Museum:	Two investigators were
flown to Terra Nova Bay on November 3. A systematic search of the area
of Campbell Glacier Ice Tongue and the valleys in the northern foothills
was made to determine if mites and Collembola were present. This pro-
gram was completed on November 8.

Terrestrial arthropofl were collected at Ross Island and in the areas
near Lake Bonney and Lake Vanda. Ecological information obtained at
these sites included local weather and microclimatological data. Soil
analy$es and the identification and quantification of soil organisms
other than arthropods were undertaken in the McMurdo laboratory. Pre-
liminary data were collected relative to the trophic structure of soil
communities from the Lake Vanda and Terra Nova Bay areas.

Biochemistry, University of California (Davis): Approxi-
mately 200 fish of the species Trematomus borchgrevinki were caught and
bled. Serum was collected and the muscles were frozen for later stu-
dies. Thirty fishes were used for antibody synthesis studies by in-
jecting each with one of five different antigens.

A total of 734 Ade'lie penguin eggs was collected at Cape Crozier and
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the whites and most of the yolks were frozen and shipped back to the
University of California. Small amounts of the yolks were retained at
McMurdo for fractionation studies concerned with the effect of freezing
on the protein-lipid system of the yolks. Other eggs were incubated
for varying periods of time and the . white and yolk analyses are being
made to determine if certain fractions lose their constituent during
incubation.

Ornithology, Johns Hopkins University:	The Ade'li.e penguin
rookery studies were continued at Cape Crozier. Skuas were observed
at the local dump on several occasions, and the band numbers of 38
birds were read with a spotting telescope. Though the majority of''
these had been banded at Crozier, there were others from Hallett Sta-
tion, Cape Evans, Cape Royds and Cape Bird. The skua nest sites of
last season were marked with painted rocks. The first skua egg was
found on November 21.

In the Emperor penguin rookery, implantation of dummy transmitters in
two Emperors was made with no apparent effect on the birds. Body
temperatures were determined with telethermometer probes. Growth stu-
dies of the Emperor penguin chicks continued with the weighing.. of
marked birds at selected intervals. The Emperor camp was closed after
mid-November and only occasional visits by helicopter were made there-
after.

Fresh Water Algae, Ohio State University:	Eight-inch holes
were drilled through the ice covering Lakes Bonney and Vanda, and
penetration of light, temperature, and dissolved oxygen were measured
at 1/2-meter intervals from the surface to the 31-meter level. The
maximum saturation of oxygen was calculated to he over 190.Jn Lake
Vanda and over 300% in Lake Bonney. Water samples froir Lake \/ada
were filtered and plankton analyses initiated at the McMurdo labora-
tory.

Fish Metabolism, University of Oregon:	The studies of Trema.-
tomus bernacchii continued until the departure of the investigators in
late November. The effects of thiourea on the metabolic level under
cold stress were determined with the preliminary results negative.
Large samples of respiratory quotient were obtained, but these data
have not yet been analyzed.

Endoparasites of Vertebrates, Roanoke College: The guinea
pigs that will serve as hosts to larval forms of parasites found in
antarctic fishes, arrived at McMurdo on November 23 and were thriving
in the laboratory under carefully-controlled conditions.

Fish MetahoU Sm, Stanford Yniversity:	The osmoregulatory
studies of McMurdo Sound fishes in1o1aton and the characterization
of the organic fractions in the blood serum of Trematomus fishes vtere
continued during the early part of the month. .--	oicid tisil ] g CO-

tinued unti l- the departure of the investigator in the latter pat of



the month.

The program of tissue metabolism from McMurdo Sound fishes was concluded
with a number of experiments at -3 and -40C. Several lethal temperature
determinations were made with Trematomus borchgrevinki.

Palmer Station

Entomology, Bernice P. Bishop Museum:	In November, thawing
exposed many areas where increasing arthropod activity was noted. Ice
conditions did not permit access to the islands in the harbor. One trip
inland on the 24th was made from the south flank of Mt. Francais to the
west flank of Mt. Williams. No arthropods were located, the island
vegetation being restricted to the sparse lichen flora.

The first Wilson petrel was seen on the 24th and the first petrel egg on
the 15th. Skua territories were established, but neither skua nor
Dominican gull eggs were observed. The Ad4lie penguins completed their
return by mid-November. Several seals were sighted, but not identified.

Pensacola Mountains

Entomology, Bernice P. Bishop Museum:	Prospecting for
arthropods began, together with an investigation of the environmental
factors controlling arthropod development. A microclimate observation
station is being installed at Gale Ridge.

USNS Eltanin

Diatom Studies, Columbia University (Lamont Geological Ob-
servatory):	One objective of these studies was to determine if there
was a systematic difference in species composition at photic zone
depths. Twenty-three stations were occupied and at each station seven
samples from depths determined by light intensity were collected in
six-liter Van Dorn bottles. Samples were passed through millipore
filters coated with a manganese carbonate suspension. Fresh water was
then passed through the filters to remove the salt, and the remaining
residue of phytoplankton rinsed into a beaker with distilled water.
From this, slides were prepared and examined on the ship and will be
returned to the United States for counting. No detailed variations
could be found without counting, but all common antarctic species of
diatoms and silicoflagellates were observed. There appeared to be a
decrease in the total number of individuals in the deepest samples.
More individuals were found south of the Antarctic Convergence.

At two stations, deep samples were obtained from 500 to 3,000 meters.
At one of these stations, the samples appeared almost completely barren;
at the other, the 500- and 1,000-meter samples showed very few dia-
toms, but a sharp increase occurred in the number of individuals at
3,000 meters. At this depth, the most abundant ones were the silici-
fied Centrales, while the fragile groups were missing.
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A strewn slide of sediment in water from the tops and bottoms of the
piston cores was examined under the microscope and the microfossils
identified. Of the 16 cores examined, all of the tops and 10 of the
bottoms contained Pleistocene diatomite. At the bottom of the other
samples, observations indicated Pleistocene warm-water flora (1),
possible Pleistocene (1), possible Miocene (1), compact coccolith ooze,
age unknown (2), and barren, white clay (1).

Cephalopods, University of Miami:	The collection of cephalo-

pods aboard the ship depended primarily on sampling by means of the
Isaacs-Kidd mid-water trawl. One of the main interests was to detect
any change between the cephalopod fauna above and below the Convergence
and also to determine depth distribution for the species collected.

The commonest squid collected was Crystaloteuthis glacialis, a small,
weak swimmer. It is possible that it is caught in more numbers than any
other squid only because it cannot avoid the trawl as well as other
cephalopods. C. glacialis has the interesting behavior of pumping water
into its mantle, closing the mantle openings, and then injecting its ink
into the mantle space. The results obscure the liver which normally
reflects light from its iridescent sheath.

Brachioteuthis sp. was another common, shallow-living squid, but it is
very delicate and none was observed alive.

Most of the laboratory observations were made on Bathyteuthis abyssi-
cola. Almost all of the specimens were alive and robust at the end of
the trawls, and there was only a little damage to the fins of a few
specimens. Studies of the circulatory systems were made by injecting
colored latex into the cephalic vein, buccal sinus, and the branchial
hearts. These squids swim with only a slight inclination of the body,
the head being a little lower than the posterior part of the body.
The small fins apparently maintain the squid's stability at rest, while
actual swimming is accomplished by the use of the funnel and powerful
contractions of the mantle. Some of these cephalopods were fixed in
Bouins for future histological work. B. abyssicola seemed to inhabit
greater depths than the other two common squids; also, most were col-
lected south of the Antarctic Convergence.

	

Marine Biology, Smithsonian Institution:	The purpose of
this program was to obtain biological specimens in good condition and
to study more precise methods of mid-water and benthic trawling. The
general plan for mid-water trawls was to obtain both shallow (down to
400 m.) and deep (1,000 to 2,000 m.) samples on both sides of the Con-
vergence. The results of the trawls were as follows:

Gear
	Attempted Successful Lost Remarks

IWT, 3 m.	26	26
	

0

10' Blake	3	2
	

1	cable splice broke,
also lost 100 frns.
cable
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Gear
	

Attempted Successful Lost Remarks

5' Blake
(3 with Menzies)

50 x 50 cm. plankton
net (surface tow)

50 x 50 cm. plankton
net (paired deep tows)

	

8	 8

	21	20

	

3	 3

0

1
	

rope parted
in high seas

0

By reducing normal time of towing, the specimens from the mid-water
trawls were usually retrieved in good condition. Shrimps were fre-
quently alive, as were some fishes, although one group of the fishes
always arrived with no scales. Large, red ctenophores, five to six
inches long, were always so injured that only photographs could be
taken. Gigantocypris ostracods and Spongiobranchia pteropods were ex-
ceedingly hardy. Biological and physiological studies could be done
easily on these as well as on many copepods, amphipods and some shrimp.
Rather crumpled Nebaliopsis were taken from several stations, and
Eryonicus larvae from two stations. Periphylla and Atolla were always
present. Some Tetraplatia were found and countless transparent Medusae
of great variety sometimes clogged the net meshes. Few saips and
doliolids were taken. Frequently in abundance were Antarctomysis (?) and
Gnathophausia mysids as well as several genera of shrimps, neinerteans,
chaetognaths and radiolarians. Tomopteris and Vanadis polychaetes were
not uncommon. The ainphipod populations were abundant and sturdy. Of
special interest were the strange Pegohyperia, the transparent Cysto-
soma and living Phronima in houses, one with many instar juveniles
lining the house.

Dip net, Isaacs-Kidd and plankton samplers gathered Pyrosoma tunicates
at two adjacent stations near 530S. 145°w. as they swam strongly at the
surface, but they did not live long in the laboratory and were only
faintly luminescent for a minute or so in the laboratory. Shallow
water samples had abundant gravid Euphausiids. The few fishes col-
lected were usually small (2-4 inches with an occasional one of up to
8-10 inches) though they were more abundant and varied at stations
below the Convergence. Gonostomatidae, Sternoptychidae, Myctophidae,
stomiatoid Idiacanthus, and Macrouridae were commonly present.
Squids were never common at any station.

The Blake bottom trawls were successful in reaching the bottom though
not in gathering biological material. Only two were completely
satisfactory biologically. However, they were very successful in ob-
taining geological material. Several hundred manganese nodules and
rocks were sorted and cracked, and several small echiurids, polychae-
tes, sponges and other small specimens were found. Also a rather little
known sessile foraminiferan of the fai1y Allogromiidae was found quite
abundantly. Four whale or porpoise earbones and a manganese-encrusted
shark tooth were found. Ophiuroids and various holothurians predomi-
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nated in the bottom samples, but delicate, flat corals, scaphopods with
anemones, and soft asteroids were also present. Few mollusks and poly-
chaetes were collected.

Primary Productivity, Texas A&M Research Foundation: Start-
ing approximately two days after departure from Auckland, surface
samples were collected every six hours while the ship was underway.
This work was performed until the ship arrived at the first station,
continued when possible between stations, and was resumed again after
the station work until the ship was two days out of Valpararso. Sea
surface temperatures were taken at the time of the sampling and the
samples were analyzed for pH, alkalinity, chlorophyll content, and
Carbon iii. uptake.

All primary productivity stations were made as close to local noon as
possible. First, water transparency was determined by means of a
Secchi disc. Next, a submarine photometer was used to determine the
percentage of light penetration into the water. This was done for
several depths and the values plotted so that the depths could be inter-
polated for the 100, 60, 21, 1.5 and 1.7 percent light penetration.
Water samples at the depths corresponding to the above percentages were
then taken by means of the Van Dorn sampling bottles. These samples
were utilized for pH, alkalinity, chlorophyll, Carbon 14 and soluble and
particulate organic carbon analysis. Finally, vertical plankton hauls
were taken from 300 meters for zooplankton and phytoplankton samples,
which were preserved by adding a few milliliters of 10% formalin and
retained for later species identification.

Six casts for deep water samples were made using the Van Porn bottles
at depths of 10, 500, 1,000, 1,500 1 2,000, 2,500, and 3,000 meters.
These will be analyzed later for trace metals: copper, manganese and
zinc.

CARTOGRAPHY

Surface Geodetic Control, U. S. Geological Survey:	The topo-
graphic engineers completed the survey of an ice strain network at
McMurdo Station during the first part of November, and were then flown
to the Pensacola Mountains.

In all, 24 geodetic stations, covering 315 miles, were made in the
Pensacola Mountains. Intersections of adjacent peaks and outlying
gravity and seismic stations were tied in from nearby peaks. An evalu-
ation of the ABC system is in progress. In this system the helicopters
hover over specific points so that the survey can be carried out where
ice-free areas are too far apart for the use of standard electronic
equipment. Over 60 percent of the overall geodetic program had been
completed at the end of November,

Aerial Photography, U, B. Navy:	A T-12 planigori-lens
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camera, tested and modified by Fairchild for use in the Antarctic, was
delivered to vX-6.

Photo flights were made by the C-121 Constellation in the Balleny
Islands, on the east side of the Ross Ice Shelf, and on Roosevelt
Island. One attempted photographic flight from Byrd Station to Ells-
worth Land, by C-130 Hercules, was aborted because of bad weather.

Geodetic Satellite Observations, New Mexico State University:
Doppler data were recorded at McMurdo Station fran 1,002 passes of six
satellites during November. Also, records were made of other observa-
tions, to support the data analysis. A program of maintenance 'was initi-
ated to insure optimum operational condition of all equipment.

GEOLOGY

Byrd-Eights Stations

University of California (Los Angeles) and U. S. Geological
Survey: These two geological parties were delayed at Byrd Station for
three weeks in November due to bad weather and aircraft problems. On
the 30th, two members were located in the Horlick Mountains.

University of Wisconsin and Graduate Research Center of the
Southwest, Eights Station Nunataks: The party was located on the early
November flight to Eights Station and started out by visiting several
nunataks in the area. There was little communication with this group
during the remainder of November.

McMurdo Station

Cirque Studies, University of Kansas:	Field work on cirques
was hampered by unusually bad local weather and by illness to a party
member. Four days were spent at a Walcott Glacier base camp, working
the lower valley to the south, and the Walcott Glacier. Most of the
time at McMurdo was devoted to transfer of data from the aerial photo-
graphs to the new topographic maps. Two reconnaissance flights were
made.

Sandstone Sedimentation, University of Massachusetts:	Stu-
dies of the Beacon sediments near Mt. Bastion started on November 23.
A partial section was examined within the Fortress sandstone, con-
centrating primarily on sedimentary structure and indications of origi-
nal direction of deposition of the sand. Cross-bedding is extremely
abundant in both formations. Other direction indicators that were
measured included oriented pebbles, groove casts, slump folds and part-
lug lineations.

Pensacola Mountains
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Geological Reconnaissance, U. S. Geological Survey:. All areas

not previously seen were mapped in sufficient detail to estimate a 20

percent completion of the program. It is significant that the layered
gabbro of the Dufek Massif occurs in approximately 80 percent of the
Forrestal Range. Folded Permian sedimentary rocks, including coal beds,
occur in the southern Forrestal Range and also in the southernmost
Pensacola Mountains, about 200 miles away. Significant also is the wide
extent of mudstone formation, probably a tillite, with very little
facies change. Two geologists are making a detailed investigation of the
layered gabbro in the Dufek Massif and the Forrestal Range, while the
other two are concentrating on the geology of the sedimentary rocks.
Geologists also accompanied the two helicopters which were being used in
the geodetic control work, and accomplished a significant amount of
mapping and gravity observations.

GEOPHYSICS

Pensacola Mountains

U. S. Geological Survey:	One hundred and fifteen gravity sta-
tions were occupied by geophysicists and geologists in conjunction with
the geodetic control program using the Army UH-1B helicopters. Thirty-
four stations were located at occupied geological stations, ten were
points intersected by geodetic measurements, and the others were taken
at outcrops and ice stations where altimeter control was available.

Seismic soundings in early November
face noise which masked the shallow
surface temperature increased, thes
tion obtained at the 12th station o
an ice thickness of 570 meters unde

were hampered by high-amplitude sur-
horizon energy return. As the snow
conditions improved. The reflec-
the last day of November, indicated
the Neptune Camp area.

The aeromagnetic survey will start early in December upon arrival of the

C- 1 7 aircraft at the Neptune Camp.

GLACIOLOGY

Byrd Station

Measurements of Lead Deposits in Snow, California Institute of
Technology: A laboratory and mine winch were set up near Byrd. Station
at a site suitable for an inclined shaft, and a power transmission cable
was laid. At the end of the month, a shaft 100-feet long and 50-feet
deep had been excavated.

Whitmore Mountains--Byrd Station Traver eL Ohio State Uni-

versity: Following preparation at McMurdo Statiôiearly November,
the survey party was located near Mt. Chapman on November 11. The re-
mainder of the month was spent carrying out the ground control and snow
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accumulation measurements. Although bad weather hampered progress, the
party had travelled about 75 miles along the trail toward Byrd Station
by the end of November.

McMurdo Station

Study of Snow and Ice Cores, U. S. Army Cold Regions Research
and Engineering Laboratory: During the evacuation of Eights Station in
early November, a 30-meter core was obtained by the hand coring auger.
Salinity profiles from these cores were determined, and samples prepared
for thin sectioning in the McMurdo cold laboratory. Coring and section-
ing of the samples previously obtained from Dailey Islands and McMurdo
Sound continued.

Ross Ice Shelf Network Remeasurement, Grand Valley State Col-
lege: Progress of the party along the Dawson Trail from McMurdo
toward Roosevelt Island was slow during November due to unusually bad
weather. There were also some mechanical difficulties and it became
necessary to abandon one of the motor toboggans. By the end of the
month, the party had reached the site of the first planned resupply,
approximately 130 miles from McMurdo Station.

Alpine Glacier Study, Ohio State University:	The Meserve
Glacier on the south wall of the lower Wright Valley has been selected
for this study. At the end of November, ice tunneling had reached 21
meters from the glacier snout. Surface markers were located and triangu-
lation established. Two meteorological stations were located on the
glacier.

Pensacola Mountains

U. S. Geological Survey: The limited glaciological program
in the Pensacola Mountains was 30 percent completed by the end of the
month. Remeasurement of many accumulation stakes in the Neptune Camp
area indicated an average annual accumulation of approximately 15 cm.
water equivalent.

METEOROLOGY

Byrd Station

U. S. Weather Bureau: A new high average monthly temperature
was observed in November, exceeding the previous high by about 1 C.
This was the result of anticyclonic blocking aloft, which shunted storm
tracks to the Ross Ice Shelf and prevented flow of cold air to the ice
cap. The first part of November was windy and cold, but after the
blocking started, low winds and high temperatures persisted for the re-
mainder of the month.

Both types of surface ozone measuring equipment were used a good part of
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the time. Seventeen days of data were obtained with the Mast equipment,
which was functioning normally at the end of November, but only five
days of data were obtained with the Regener equipment, which was still
not operating at the end of the month. Four ozonesondes were taken,
with an average height of 26,682 meters.

Solar and diffused light radiation measurements were hampered some by
power outages, but the loss of data was small. A major breakdown oc-
curred in the Eppley normal incident pyrheliometer after 20 days of
good data. No spare units are on hand.

Hallett Station

U. S. Navy:	See Summary of Meteorological Observations.

McMurdo Station

U. S. Navy:	See Summary of Meteorological Observations.

Palmer Station

Ohio State University: See Summary of Meteorological Observa-
tions.

Pole Station

U. S. Weather Bureau:	All synoptic and upper air programs
operated normally during November. The radiation instrument used for
recalibration performed satisfactorily, although there was heavy break-
age during transport of replacement instruments. Surface ozone values
were highly variable. The Dobson instrument was inoperable, awaiting
parts. Seven successful ozonesondes attained an average altitude of
22,930 meters.

USNS Eltanin

U. S .. Weather Bureau:	Fifty-six balloon flights were made
during Cruise 20. Radiosonde observations were made to an average
altitude of 21,831 meters with a maximum of 35 , 784 m. Nine releases
were unsuccessful. Rawinsondes for winds aloft, observed on 54 of the
flights, averaged 16,4i I meters, with a maximum of 25,590 meters.
Rawinsonde information for the other two flights was missed due to low
winds. The 56 flights included eight ozonesonde flights, which
averaged 29,928 meters, with a maxitmun altitude of 35,884 meters. One
ozonesonde release was unsuccessful due to instrument failure.

Surface observations were taken every six hours. and totaled 232 for
the cruise. Eighteen carbon dioxide samples were obtained at nine sta-
tions for Scripps Institution of Oceanography. Weather ma ps and fore-
casts were prepared daily except when furnished by the Antarctic Sup-
port Activities at McI'.Jurdo Station.
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t crossing the 1 20 meridian from iC 7ealand to Chile, the time of
release .of the upper air balloon was changed from 00 to 12 GMT, which
was uore appropriate for use in the South American synoptic weather
centers. Four messages were transmitted daily, three of surface ob-
servations and one of upper air information.

OCEANOGRAPHY

USNS Eltanin

Geophysical Studies, Columbia University (Lamont Geological
Observatory):

Magnetic Field: Using a Varian nuclear resonance magnetometer
towed behind the Eltanin, the magnetic field strength was found and re-
corded in gammas in both analog form on chart paper and in digital form
on punched tape. During the cruise, the magnetic field across the
Antarctic-Pacific Rise, the East Pacific Rise, and the Chile Rise were
of particular interest. The two profiles that crossed the East Pacific
Rise near 45 0S. showed great similarity to profiles that had been made
further to the north. The topography is represented by a gentle bulge
about .1 0 000 miles in width rising to a height of about 4,000 fathoms
above the flanking basin area. The lower part of the flank is typified
by rough topography, while the middle portion of the flank is fairly
smooth and the crest shows some craggy relief. Magnetic profiles are
symmetric about the crest having an anomalous central portion, a quiet
zone halfway down the flanks and another disturbed zone at the base.
Anomalies in the central zone were of the order of 500 gammas, while
those at the central portion were of the order of 1,000 gammas. The
profile of the. Chile Rise showed extremely rough topography with no
single .feature that could be called the crest or peak. The magnetic
profiles do not show the anomalous activity that is so characteristic
of the other mid-oceanic rises.

One magnetic fish and a sensing coil system were lost when the cable was
caught by a bathythermograph.

Seismic Profiling:	Two basic types of seismic signal generators
were used on Cruise 20: a Rayflex sparker of 10,000 joules and an air-
gun. Because of its greater penetrating power, the airgun system was
used during most of the cruise. Two "eel" transducer systems for de-
tecting the reflected signal were in use; one was designed for water
colder than 1°C. and the other for warmer water.

In general, seismic results were good, with records of the warmer water
north of the Convergence of better quality than those to the south due
to the difference in sensitivity of cold water and warm water "eels"
and to the rougher weather encountered in the southernmost areas.

The. area north of Chatham Rise, east of New Zealand, showed sediments up
to 0.6 seconds thick, conforming to a gently rolling basement topography.



From a point north of the Chatham Rise to 6o 0s. 1450W. and south of 600s.,
there were large patches of sediment which generally thinned to the
south. The peak of the Antarctic-Pacific Rise in the vicinity of the
Eltanin fracture zone appeared to have a minimum of sediments. The
eastern part of the cruise below 600s. lay near the northern fringes of
the Pacific-Antarctic Basin. Here the bottom was flat-lying with a flat
parallel reflector at 0.1 seconds and a sharp, rough reflector at 1.3
to'l.5 seconds.

The two lines across the East Pacific Rise on the eastern side of the
Pacific showed multiple layers of sediment up to 0.1 seconds in thick-
ness, conforming to the rough basement reflector on the east flank.
There was insufficient sediment to appear on the records on the crest of
the Rise, but on the western flank, a very thin layer, 0.1 to 0.2
seconds in thickness appeared, conforming to a strong basement reflec-
tor. No signs of sediment were obtained on the Chile Rise.

Heat Flow Measurements: Due to the injury and subsequent return
to Auckland of the regular operator, and the shortage of thermistor
probes and T-grad units, this program was given low priority during the
cruise.

T-grad units and probes were attached to the piston corer at 12 of the
coring stations and potentially useful records were obtained at six of
these. Salt water leakage and insufficient core penetration occurred
at the other stations. As the calibration curves for the probes were
not available, heat flow values could not be calculated aboard the ship.

Physical Oceanography, Columbia University (Lamont Geological
Observatory):	Thirty standard hydrographic stations were taken during
the cruise. At each station, temperature, salinity, and oxygen were
obtained and at 28 of the stations, phosphates and silicates. Nitrate
and p1-I concentrations were found at nine of the stations. In addition,
a great many bathythermograph lowerings and surface salinities were
taken and continuous surface temperatures recorded.

During the cruise, some minor changes in procedure were made. The
sample intervals near the bottom were decreased to give better defini-
tions of the bottom waters and, in general, there was some relaxation
of the requirement to set the Nansen bottles at all standard levels.

The Antarctic Polar Front (Antarctic Convergence) was first encountered
at 55015' S. 14 50W. This was an extremely well-defined front with the
surface temperatures dropping from approximately 20C. to -0.50C. within
65 km. At the same time, the air temperatures dropped about 2.40C.
This front was located over a bottom feature of great relief on the
Pacific-Antarctic Rise and confirms findings of other Eltanin crossings
of the Polar Front, that the intensity is related to the amplitude of
bottom relief. The bottom water also showed a sharp transition in this
area, the temperatures dropping by almost 10C. between the two stations
bracketing the crest of the Pacific Rise. This indicates that the
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northern basin is isolated from the Bellingshausen Basin below about
3,000 meters.

Brash ice was encountered at 60°20'S. 144055 1 W. A shallow hydrographic
station was taken to 300 meters, with a bottle spacing of 25 meters.
Temperatures and salinities suggest that the ice mass was generally
melting, though some refreezing may have been occurring during the time
of observation. Water temperatures remained at _1 . 850 to -1.860C. down
to a depth of 100 meters, then rose above 0 0C. between 115 and 204
meters. No super-cooled water was found at the base of the ice.

In moving eastward along 60-61 0s., the temperature minimum layer at 150
meters disappeared and the surface temperature rose above 0°C. The
Polar Front was crossed again at approximately 6o°4o'S. 130 0W. and was
more diffuse than on the earlier crossing. The temperatures suggested
a deeper than usual southward penetration of the warmer waters.

North of the Polar Front a well-defined temperature minimum, presum-
ably the antarctic intermediate waters, was found at a depth between 450
and 600 meters as far north as 55 S. The last three stations, at
approximately 45S. 100° - 900W., indicated colder bottom temperatures
than had been found further south. This appears to be a cold tongue of
bottom water possibly originating in the Ross Sea and extending north-
ward near 950W.

Marine Geology, Florida State University:	During the cruise,
18 successful piston core operations were conducted. On five of the
stations in the northern area of the Bellingshausen Basin, there was
insufficient cable to reach the greater depths. The longest sediment
core obtained was 11.94 meters. Additional cores were obtained during
the hydrographic stations and various devices for gathering rock
samples were used where photographs showed the bottom to be too rocky
for a coring attempt.

Four basic sediment components were present in the cores gathered during
the cruise: two of inorganic nature, red clay and manganese micro-
nodules; and two of organic nature, foram and diatom tests. Quantita-
tively speaking the basic constituent of all the cores is the deep-sea
red clay (actually brown in color) containing silt. This material
represents inorganic fine-grained detritus, carried by wind and ocean
currents from a terrestrial source. The percentage of red clay re-
flects the organic productivity of the overlying water, the distance to
a source of coarser-grained detritus, and the depth. During Cruise 20,
red clay was most abundant in the cores taken from abyssal depths north
of the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge where overlying waters were relatively
poor in nutrients.

The most apparent organic component consisted of sand-sized calcareous
foraminifera tests, particularly Globigerina. These were most abundant
in the cores taken from the Ridge top and flanks where depths seldom
exceed 2,300 fathoms. In the cores taken in abyssal depths to the south
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of the Ridge, these occurred only as minor added mixtures in the clay
diatmi ooze. Although siliceous tests of diatoms can probably be found
in each of the cores, they were predominant only in the ones taken
along the fringe of the ice pack. Minor components noted included
quartz, sand grains, manganese nodules, gravel and coccolith tests.

Three types of manganese nodules were found on the ocean floor as
gathered by the trawls and dredges. One type, apparently restricted
to the Ridge, consists of a nodular surface and often a smooth fresh-
fracture face. These platey, black fragments resemble material of
volcanic origin.. A second type consists of manganese oxide layers ac-
creted on small mineral grains and rocks. The third type is like the
second, but the accretion layers have grown on sediment lumps.

A great variety of rock types was collected and all, with the exception
of some weathered palagonite found in one core, plus a few volcanic
fragments, were definitely glacial erratics. These pebbles, cobbles
and boulders were predominantly igneous rocks of varying composition,
from granite to basalt. The metamorphic representatives were chiefly
phyilites, schists, and gneisses, with a few sedimentary rocks, mostly
sandstones, shales and diatomite. Striations of possible glacial
origin were noted on some of the cobbles.

SEISMOLOGY

Byrd Station

U. S. Coast & Geodetic Survey:	Seismic activity was low
throughout the month. All equipment worked well.

Pole Station

U. S. Coast & Geodetic Survey:	The annual calibration of the
seismic equipment was performed during November. The trace stability
was greatly improved by packing the control boxes with fiberglass ir-
sulation. One.defective unit was repaired.

UPPER ATMOSPHERE PHYSICS

Byrd Station

Aurora and Airglow, Arctic Institute of North America: All
the electronic equipment was recalibrated and the patrol spectrograph
programmer realigned. The aurora tower was being prepared for the ar-
rival of new equipment.

Forward Scatter, National Bureau of Standards: On the 13th,
the transmitters - to McMurdo and Pole Stations were interchanged. This
proved that the instability previously associated with the Byrd-McMurdo
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link was due to the transmitter. Generally, the equipment operated
properly, although there were several power failures after which equip-
ment required about two days to stabilize. Component failure on the
Pole transmitter caused sane down time on the 13th and 17th.

Geomagnetism, U. S. Coast & Geodetic Survey: Magnetic ac-
tivity was generally low during November. Same minor problems were
encountered in the emergency battery and charger unit.

Ten sets of absolute values were taken for declination, horizontal and
total field measurements. The monthly means from these absolute read-
ings were as follows:

declination	70028.9'
horizontal field	16,380 g.
vertical field	57,693 g.

Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards: The
riometers operated well, with only minor equipment failures and inter-
mittent power losses.

Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards: During
the latter part of November, a major ionosonde overhaul was started
with resultant loss of data. Additional down time resulted fran
several power failures. Data reduction was possible only for the foF2
weekly messages. It is expected that this situation will persist until
the overhaul has been completed.

Micropulsations, National Bureau of Standards: Activity,
following normal summer patterns, was on the decrease. However, a
noticeable amount of activity did occur late in the month.

VLF and ELF, Stanford University and Pacific Naval Laboratory:
The monitoring of VLF signals from the POGO satellite revealed proton
whistler emissions on rare occasions. There were also loud discrete
chorus and many more fractional hop whistlers than expected. Many
multi-hop whistlers were observed when POGO was over the Antarctic
Peninsula.

The recording of topside ionosonde and VLF data from the Alouette
satellite continues with the manually-'steered antenna. A console has
been built to consolidate present and future satellite monitoring
equipment.

Sir Charles Wright arrived in November to install a new FM recording
system for micropulsation signals. The eight-channel correlation re-
corder failed, and was put in operation again only after a major over-
haul.

McMurdo Station
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Cosmic Rays, Bartol Research Foundation:	Preparations were
made for the installation of a new and fully transistorized counting and
timing system for the meson telescopes and neutron monitors.

Ionospheric Absorption, Douglas Aircraft Company: A small
hut was constructed near the present laboratory to house a micrometeo-
rite experiment. Preparations are underway to rewire the main labora-
tory and relocate the two riometers in order to improve access for
maintenance.

South Pole Station

Aurora and Airgiow, Arctic Institute of North America:	This
program was inactive in November.

Cosmic Rays, Bartol Research Foundation: All operations were
normal.

Geomagnetism, U. S. Coast & Geodetic Survey:	Sixteen sets of
absolute values were obtained with the following results:

declination	27049-31
horizontal field	15,949 g.
vertical field	56,379 g.

A proton magnetometer was repaired for use by the South Pole-Queen Maud
Ind traverse party this summer.

Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards: The
riometer operations were normal. All data from last winter have been
returned.

Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards: A
fairly regular and well developed ionospheric pattern has been estab-
lished. Critical frequencies averaged about 14.5 Mc./s. during November,
but were occasionally as high as 6 Mc./s. A persistent Fl layer was
present with a critical frequency of 3.7 Mc./s.

USNS Eltanin

Cosmic Rays, Bartol Research Foundation (Stanford University
Observer):	Repairs that were initiated during Cruise 19 were continued
on Cruise 20. Most of the meson telescope components are in working
condition. The right-hand channel was activated on October 6, but regu-
lar data were not produced until October 16 owing to difficulties in
system calibration. The left-hand channel was still inoperative due to
the lack of critical spare parts.

VLF, Stanford University: Problems with the VLF program were
encountered in both the broad band and the narrow band systems, but were
corrected with minimum loss of data. Modifications suggested by the VLF
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Dlcsiedea exulans
Diomedea chrysostcsna
Dicinedea bulleri

Wandering Albatross
Grey-headed Albatross
Buller's Albatross

group at DSIR, Wellington, were made early in the cruise, resulting in
a considerably flattened response curve for broad band recording-

VLF records were made on 56 days during Cruise 20. A variety of inter-
esting phenomena were recorded Including non-dispersion periodic emis-

---------------------------------.0 -sioms, aistant triggerea emissions, -ano. perlou.s w. wci.rrn.i.y b (JjUL1

hiss. An emission patrol program, conducted while the ship was -n-_the

vicinity of the conjugate points of Stanford University and Suffield,
Canada, resulted in useful continuous recordings of specialized phe-
nomena.

FOREIGN SCIENTISTS AT U. S. STATIONS

McMurdo Station: The U.S.S.R. exchange scientist during the

1965 winter, Dr. Igor' Zotikov, made final visits to the work areas at
Dailey Islands, obtaining temperature measurements at several levels
in the drilled holes. The program was terminated with his departure
for New Zealand In late November.

Dr. Roland Souchez, a geologist from the University of Brussels, arrived
in mid-November and joined the University of Massachusetts party work-
ing near Mt. Bastion. A large number of rock samples was collected
near Webb Glacier to study the sub-glacial and super-glacial processes
of weathering and transportation. A comparison is planned with similar
information Dr. Souchez has from the S$r-Rondane Mountains.

Dr. Tetsuya Toni and members of his field party from Chiba Institute
of Technology, Japan, arrived at McMurdo on November 25 and spent the
rest of the month preparing for field work in the dry valleys.

USNS Eltanin: Mr. Peter Harper of the Dominion Observatory, New
Zealand, conducted a program of ornithological research, which had as
its objective the recording of all species observed, examination of
individuals for flight pattern, correlation of distribution with sea
surface temperature, and collection of specimens whenever conditions
permitted. Observations were carried out mainly from the bridge. The
ship's dory was lowered at one time, allowing some petrels to be shot
and collected. A further method of collection was by attracting the
birds at night by means of the two pivoted signaling lights. All birds
taken were examined, their plumage irregularities noted, and any ecto-
parasites collected. The following list shows species recorded and
species collected during the cruise:

SPECIES RECORDED, CRUISE 20
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Di c*nedea melanophri s

PhOebetria palpebrata

PROCELLARIIDAE

Macronectes giganteus
Daption capensis - australis
i1marus glacialoides

Thalassoica antarctica
Pagod.roma nivea nivea
Halobaena caerulea
Pachyptila turtur
Pachyptila desolata
Pachyptila beicheri
Pterodroma lessoni
Pterodroina macroptera
Pu.ffinus gavia gavia
Puffinus bulleri
Puff inus griseus
Procellaria cinerea
Procellaria aequinoctialis
Pelagodroma marina maoriana

Black-browed
Albatross

Light-mantled Sooty
Albatross

Giant Petrel
Cape Pigeon
Silver-grey ilmar
Antarctic Petrel
Snow Petrel
Blue Petrel
Fairy Prion	H
Dove Prion
Thin-billed Prion
White-headed Petrel
Great-winged Petrel
Fluttering. Shearwater
Buller' s Shearwäter
Sooty Shearwater'
Grey Petrel
White-chinned Petrel
White-faced Storm

Petrel

SPECIES COLLECTED, CRUISE 20

Wandering Albatross
Cape Pigeon
Antarctic Petrel
Snow Petrel
White-faced Storm

Petrel

Diomedea exulans
Daption capensis capensis
Thalassoica antarctica
Pagodroma nivea nivea
Pelagodroma marina maoriana

U. S. SCIENTISTS AT FOREIGN STATIONS

Mirnyy Station:	No report.

*******



SUNMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS - NO ITEIVII3ER 1965

Byrd	Hallett	McMurdo	Palmer
Teinperati.re, CC.

Average	-19.1	- - -	-9.6	 -1.0
Highest	-8.3/25#	- - -	-2.2/26/21/30# +6.4/24L
Lowest	-30.0/15#	- - -	-21.1/6ff	-13.2/1#

So. Pole

_11.0.1

-31-1/27#

Station Pressure (Inches)
Average
Highest
Lowest

23.7'116
24.27/27#
23.25/12#

28.841
29. 251*/21#
28. 386*/15#

28.915	28.836	19.971.
29.416*/23/24# 29 . 7O11. /3#	20.285/26#
28. 392*/1 5#	28.128/14#	19.630/2#

Precipitation (Inches)	.25	1.5	 1 .5	 - - -	- - -
Snowfall (Inches)
	3.0	15.0	 15.0	- - -	Trace

Wind
Prevailing Direction	N	SSW	E	NNE	NE**
Average speed (Knots)	14.2	11.3	 10.6	 6.4	 9.2
Fastest mile (MPH)	54/12#	- - -	- - -	- - -	28/8#
Peak gust (Knots)	- - -	59/30#	36/1#	- - -	- - -

Average Sky Cover	8.1	6.1	 7.6	 9.5	3.1
No. clear days	2	 2	 0	 0	 19
No. partly cloudy	5	 9	 7'	 10	6
No. cloudy days	23	19	 23	 20	 5

No. days with visibility
less than 1/4 mile	11	4	 3	 9	 0

No. Radiosondes	54	57'	 60	 0	 52
Avg. height of Radio-

sondes (m)	21,158	201851	19,396	- - -	27,817
No. Ozonesondes	4	 0	 0	 0	 7
Avg. height of Ozone-

sondes (m)	26,682	- - -	- - -	- - -	22,930
No. Radioinetersondes	2	 0	 0	 0	 0
Avg. height of Radio-

metersondes (m)	25,769	- - -	- - -	- - -	- - -
All figures above have been taken from radio messages and are unconfirmed
* Sea-level pressure	-
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